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RED ROCK & PURPLE HEATHER

West Coast of Scotland:-

Loch Carron to Loch Laxford

Log of 'Sea Thrift' - Wayfarer 6999

6 - 17 September 1988

** ***********************

Jerry Eardley
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GETTING THERE

I ~1988 had been a thin season, with an office workload that
chained me to my desk weekend after weekend, but an unexpected
chance of a job migration into the sailing world gave me a threeI ~week window of opportunity at the beginning of September. The
first week was already allotted to a trip to Yugoslavia, to join
my folks on the Dalmatian coast towards the end of their eighth
summner sailing the Mediterranean. The rest of the time suddenly
became available and my Scottish charts began to rustle, quite
of their own volition.

I ~My final day at work found me still in the the office at 10.30
pm,having been able to do nothing to prepare 'Sea Thrift', which
lay dusty and rather forlorn in her shed, varnished decks stillI ~cracked and peeling from the fierce Greek sun of the previous
summer. Saturday morning was therefore spent rubbing down and re-
coating, with a great less care than the task deserves, before
scuttling off down the road to the airport to catch the plane to
Split.

Home again a week later, I was at last free to concentrate my
energies on the preparations for another trip up to the West
Coast. There was no time this year for any modifications to the
boat, only a careful overhaul of rigging, rudder assembly I ~hatches and finally the rubber duck that provides the link
between shore and anchorage. The recent theft of my beloved Golf
Diesel meant a last minute chase all over Manchester in search of
the right bits to fit up a tow-bar to Annie's car (and a certain
amount of bowing and scraping to ensure I was allowed to borrow
it).

I ~Finally by Monday afternoon 6 September I had the usual pile of
gear loaded into the boot and with my entire library of Scottish
charts forming a hefty bundle on the back shelf, I hitched upI ~rather apprehensively to the newly-fixed tow bar and trundled off
onto the familiar road northwards.

I had no firm plan in mind, preferring to leave this until theI ~weather pattern for the next few days became apparent. Three
previous visits to the West had left, together with some
indelible memories, plenty of ideas for future exploration ofI ~this inexhaustible sailing area. If the weather looked settled
enough, I hoped to sail up N of Skye. But with less than two
weeks available, including days spent on the road, I was resignedI ~to the likelihood of a linear rather than circular trip. Despite
the attractions of the latter, plenty of time is needed to reduce
the risk of becoming weatherbound on some of flying island.
Nevertheless I knew that given the right winds I would find the
urge to sail out again to the Western Isles hard to resist: so I
ordered a few extra charts of Harris and Lewis just in case.

I ~Half past seven on a pleasant sunny late summer's evening found
me diverting from the motorway to Fell Foot, at the extreme S
end of Windemere. Here in the dinghy park of the South WindemereI ~SC I located another Wayfarer and removed its mainsail and
reef ing gear, leaving my own in its place. No shabby and



clandestine manoeuvre this, but the result of a kind offer byI ~Andy and Hannah Hetherington - the Association's joint cruising
Secretaries . Concerned at the prospect of my facing the wild
West with only my own slight frame as ballast, they suggested I
took Wetnest's main with its recently fitted and as yet unused
deep third reef. With my own Junk rig scattered in many pieces
all over the house, awaiting long-delayed modifications, I was

* ~glad of their offer.

I reached Loch Lomond around midnight and pulled off the road
into a lay-by. The Falls of (something or other - I forget theI ~name) thundered away impressively but unseen in the nearby
darkness. There was nowhere obvious to pitch the land tent so I
pulled its flysheet over the boom and rolled the Karrimat out inI ~the boat. After a hectic day and six hours on the road, sleep
came easily enough.
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PLOCTON

Tuesday morning revealed mist and low cloud in place of the clear
skies of the night before. The early forecast indicated plenty of
wind later in the day and this was enough to crank me intoI ~action. After bundling in the sodden 'tent' and snatching a quick
bowl of muesli we were soon under way again. I will never know
where the boat torch, unretrieved from its resting placeI ~overnight on the foredeck, finally rolled off and bounced into
the road.E

The Road to the Isles is always a treat: to be able to travel on
a dry day, early in the morning, is especially enjoyable.I
stopped briefly to add one more to the millions of photographs
already taken of the castle at Loch Duich before deciding to
leave the road to Kyle and launch at Plocton, I had heard
favourable reports of the village but it exceeded MY
expectations; a trim and pretty place, its perfect naturalI ~shelter evidenced by rows of near tropical foliage. After driving
through in search of a suitabie slip I saw , across the harbour,
a huddle of masts and soon located the slope of foreshore cleared
to form a hard for the use of the small fleet of local dinghies.
Enquiry revealed that Harbour Master functions are carried out by
Mr. Danny Ross, whose cottage I eventually found. He readily
agreed for me to use the slip and leave my car and trailer nearby

for the next week or so, no charge being mentioned.

The slip is well away from the main part of the village and I wasI ~able to quietly potter about during the morning, rigging the boat
and sorting my jumble of gear; a task which always takes longer
than it should. The only other activity about the harbour was on
board a large wooden vessel lying at anchor. This I took to be
one of the several such craft operated as skippered charters on
the West Coast. Many hands scurried abouit making the sails ready.
The efforts on board our big and little ships were accompaniedI ~from time to time by the cheerful clatter of the trains on the
Inverness to Kyle rail line one of the Great Railway Journeys
of the World. The line runs alongsidle the Loch Carron shoreI ~before swinging away S around the Kyle peninsula into the mass of
sidings at Loch Alsh. I guessed I might have to catch this train
in order to complete my eventual return to car and trailer and I

* ~hoped I would have the chance to do the trip in daylight.

It took until 1345 before I was ready to launch. The slight
drizzle that had set in earlier had eased away again, leavingI ~only a light SE wind. The 1355 forecast continued to predict rain
and big winds but I reckoned we still had time to reach the
shelter of the Crowlin Islands, our intended first night'sI ~stop. The large wooden sailing vessel left about a quarter of an
hour before us; then, with 'Sea Thrift' loping gently along at
about three knots I followed them out into Loch Carron and
enjoyed the fine views out to seawards towards distant Skye as we
sailed off on the first leg of the journey north.

As we left the shelter of the loch the wind freshened and veeredI ~southerly. Our pace quickened somewhat and we reached the Crowlin
Islands at about 1630. The group lies a couple of miles off the
SW tip of the Applecross peninsula and form a fine anchorage
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for a small boat. The sketch plan shows the degree of shelter
given in the lagoon between the two main islands. The reef at the
S end covers at high water but makes this end impassable and
also cuts down the seas that can enter. We had strong
southerlies throughout our stay but the pool was no more than
ruffled.

The place is full of seals. These are always welcome company,
especially for the single hander, and the more so this year when
so much of the North sea population had been wiped out by a virus
epidemic. I was concerned at the possibility that this might even
be the last year I would see these creatures in Scottish waters.
However, by the time of writing this, the threat seems to have
abated and there seems no immediate risk to the West Coast
population.

I managed to get the tent up before the rain started, always
slightly surprised to find a single layer of cotton cloth,
stitched together in haste some five years ago, continuing to
give such effective protection from the elements.

At this point I discovered the absence of the torch. Thinking
back, I realised where I had lost it. Soon though the paraffin
lamp was hissing away and casting the cheerful glow that
transforms the boat's tented interior into a uniquely cosy
environment.
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RONA

Wednesday morning; 0555. I awoke for the early forecast which
suggested the S wind would continue to blow strongly, but ease
and veer into the W later. By mid-morning the rain had stopped,
giving way to a clearing sky streaked with rather rapidly moving
clouds. I cooked a leisurely breakfast of bacon and egg and toast
before setting about the preparation for what promised to be an
exciting hop to my next island.

'Sea Thrift' is a Mark I wooden Wayfarer, self-built and
originally rigged in an entirely conventional way. She
subsequently been modified to carry alternative rigs but for this
trip her motive power was produced by main and roller-reefing
genoa. A pair of oars provides the auxiliary propulsion; hardly
ever used at sea but useful in harbour and in anchorages. The
reefing foresail is not as efficient as an ordinary genoa but the
losses are slight and more than made up by the facility for
adjusting sail at the touch of a line, lead back fiom the
foredeck along the centreboard case to a cleat near the
helmsman's hand.

Having borrowed a three reef mainsail, I now needed to fit the
third reefing line to this. I had brought some spare blocks and
cleats and some monel rivets so I put away the tent, unrolled the
sail and rivetted the necessary fittings to the boom. By the time
I had done this it was time for the 1355 forecast which was
unremittingly 'S : 6/8 - veering W : 4/5 later'. So after
hoisting sail I pulled down all three reefs , got the anchor and
set off due N out of the lagoon, accompanied by some of the
Crowlin seals, back into the Inner Sound.

The Inner Sound is the name given to the stretch of water
enclosed by the mainland shore, the E coast of Raasay and the SE
coast of Skye. It is sheltered in the sense of being protected
from Atlantic swell but on this afternoon an army of white-caps
marched relentlessly across it. Leaving the short wind shadow
cast by the Crowlins, 'Sea Thrift' quickly reached her maximum
displacement speed. A mile or two further out and even with such
reduced canvas the gusts were strong enough to get her up onto
the plane and we would sizzle along in a smother of foam for a
hundred yards or so before dropping back into a trough. Exciting
stuff; and not a sensation a heavyweight cruising boat
experiences very oftenl

I had three alternative plans in mind: the first was the nearest
anchorage, Acarsaid Mhor (pronounced approximately 'aharra voor'
and meaning simply 'the big harbour'). This was about ten miles
away on the SW coast of Rona. The second, Eilean Fladday;
another well sheltered nook on the NW end of Raasay, while a
third possibility was to extend our headlong flight from the wind
as far as Gairloch, a further fifteen miles or so back on the
mainland. One of the joys of the West is that there is nearly
always a profusion of such beautiful anchorages; one is literally
spoilt for choice. And it is just as well, for setting out in
these typically breezy conditions would be a more serious
enterprise if the nearest shelter were many miles distant.
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Even though Rona was only a short distance away I was reluctant
to pass it by. The Clyde C.C. pilot made the place sound inviting.
Given a choice I always prefer the solitude of islands to the
relative busyness of coastal harbours. Anyway, after ten miles of
our breezy run I felt as though we had earned a brew-up so II ~altered course a fraction to head towards Caol Mhor, the channel
between Raasay and Rona. The wind, which had eased a bit, blew up
again to give us a characteristically sporting finish.
Approaching the channel, I put her onto a reach and screamed
through the gap looking out under the boom for the entrance S of

E.Garbh which with its usual modesty the pilot describes as3 ~'difficult to locate'. Getting in required a quick tack about
onto the opposite gybe and then quickly in through the narrow
passage. The penalty in these conditions for missing the gap is a

* ~wet splash back.

Once in the relative calm of the anchorage I set about exploring
each arm and inlet looking for the best shelter and the most
picturesque spot. This was a mnistake: the first thing you should
do after such a sail is to turn upwind and shake out your reefs;
or at least two of them. Jilling about an anchorage under such a
scrap of sail is hopeless; there is no drive available when you
finally reach the end and have to turn upwind. Eventually I let
the boat drift ashore where I took the sail down and after
waiting for a lull in the squalls coming off the hills, rowed theI ~boat up into a narrow finger creek and into a foot or so of
water. Here shore lines and a kedge could be attached to hold her
steady over a rock-free patch while I went ashore to explore andI ~enjoy the fine views out over the Sound of Raasay towards the NW
coast of Skye.
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BADACHRO, LOCH GAIRLOCH

I like to take the chance to dry out overnight when the tide
serves, especially when there are pleasant walks ashore. An early

start was needed on Thursday morning though to avoid being set
down again for another tide, so I took in the shore lines and
anchored a little further out while I made breakfast and the

sandwiches for the day.

on board, the housekeeping routine becomes important to me. An
adequately full stomach is an essential start, as is a big box of
sandwiches and a ready supply of chocolate, fruit and nuts. Hot

apple juice (diluted from concentrate) is a useful alternative to
tea or coffee and does not become unpalatable however long it is

left in the Thermos flask.

After leaving Acarsaid Mhor, we worked our way up the W coast of

the island and made a position at the concrete block, a
recognisable mark about five cables off its N tip, before setting
off for the entrance to Gairloch some fifteen miles distant. the
passage was uneventful, with a useful quartering breeze, about
4/5, and much reduced from the previous day. We were however in

whtthe meteorologists call an 'unstable airflow' and this felt
obliged to demonstrate its instability by emptying a torrential

downpour on us as we turned into the approaches to the loch; the
kind of rain that flattens the sea and reduces visibility to less
tan a mile. I believe in Scotland these conditions are known as

thwe mist. (Scottish mist bears the same relationship to English
mist as Welsh miles bear to English mi-les, only more so).

There several coves in Gairloch that would serve as anchorages
but, anxious to make progress up the coast as well as see
something of the places I visited, I chose the nearest to the
entrance, the small village of Badachro. This is a pleasant spot,

well sheltered from the W. I tucked the boat well up towards the
S shore about a cable W of the quay, far enough out to avoid3 ~drying as i had no idea of how rocky the bottom was.

This was the kind of harbour that justifies carrying a rubber
dinghy as a tender. After inflating it, I rowed ashore toI ~explore. It is a fairly typical small highland village, with a
pub on the shore, a post office and a shop. Down by the quay a
young man in oilskins was sitting in the rain and hitting an
outboard motor with a hammer in a somewhat disconsolate manner.

He turned out to be the proprietor of the West Highland Marine
Centre, which occupied some premises on the quay next to the pub.
He was interested in meeting another dinghy sailor, being a bitI ~of a dinghy cruiser himself and the owner of a fine small
varnished skiff moored near my boat in the harbour. I was not the
first Wayfarer to pass that way this summer: he showed me aI ~letter he had just received from a keen pair who had included a
trip across to Stornaway and back in their cruise up the coast.

Badachro boasts a choice of eating places; not only the usual barI ~meals served at the pub but a small restaurant in a cottage half

way up the hill. This had a tempting menu chalked up on the board
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3 ~in the window. I vaccillated but eventually opted for the bustle
of the pub rather than what I guessed might be a meal taken in
splendid isolation. However quiet these villages seem during the
day, come the evening and there is always plenty of activity in
the public bar. Not that Scottish voices will necessarily
predominate: here, as in a number of other such places I'ye
visited, it is southern accents that remind one how much theI ~Highlands and Islands in summer have become a thinly spaced out
playground for those in the wealthier south to visit. Do I count
as one of these? I scarcely feel like one. A rather scruffyI ~dampish looking figure, I just sit in the corner listening (and
scoffing a quite acceptable fish pie).

Itook my tide tables to the pub and realised that an early start
was imperative. Back to 'Sea Thrift' therefore before closing
time, and not bothering with the late forecast.



RUBHiA REIDH

Gairloch is the same latitude as the N end of Skye and I guessed
that this was where the real sailing started. The pilot, with a

chilling economy, says it much better than I can:

'Between Rubh Reidh and the N end of Skye the Inner Sound
opens out into the North Minch ... The coast consists of severalU ~wide bays, each with many islands and rocks within, between
prominent headlands and is completely exposed to the W. Any

* ~strong winds from N through W to S can produce big and dangerous
seas.

The headlands need special mention on account of accelerated
tidal streams, Rubh Reidh and Ru Stoer, off both of which in
heavy weather very high and unstable breaking seas occur.

The coast N of Rubh Reidh is extremely remote and beautiful and
well repays the effort of sailing there. In general there is
little in the way of facilities and stores and not much help is
available for repairs. It is essential that a yacht be well
equipped ....

That is the essence of Scottish Cruising: more carrot and moreI ~ ~stick.

I had been extremely lucky so far with my weather. Good winds,I ~pushing me along nicely from behind and nothing too extreme. The
forecasts kept suggesting more westing in the wind but it did not
seem to be arriving and this suited me well enough. The key to
the next few days sailing would be the tides, which I had been
able to ignore up to now. The aim was of course to arrive off
Rubh Reidh around slack water. I had a fair tide to help me along

* ~but I neither wanted to arrive too early nor -the ultimate
horror - leave it too late and find myself in increasing wind
over tide conditions off the headland. It seemed better to err on
the early side so I scraped myself off the floorboards at 0500,I ~made a stack of sandwiches and was beating gently out of the loch
by around 0730.

It was cold and cloudy with rain from time to time, but
visibility was enough to let me enjoy a succession of fine
mountain views back towards the Torridon giants. I stood well out
to make sure of giving Rubh Reidh a good offing of several miles.I ~Even so, the seas around the headland were big and with 'Sea
Thrift' trying to plane off the wave tops, complete attention was
needed to retain control. S of the point, the wind had beenI ~coming over the port quarter: a gybe could not be risked so we
tacked around (the moment when you really feel the weight of the
wind that is behind you) before heading off in a NE direction to
cross the entrance to Loch Ewe. I had toyed with the thought of
calling in here, but the wind that a moment ago had been eddying
around the headland was now spilling straight out of the loch
mouth. Beyond, the depths of the loch looked pitch black and
distinctly uninviting so the notion of stopping here was quickly
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H ~After the next headland, Greenstone point, we turned SE towards
Gruinard Bay. The coast here is just as wild and remote as the
pilot describes. My only chart of the area, a large scale one,I ~gave the impression of some indentations that might serve as
a temporary lunch halt but on closing the coast these proved to
be a succession of very rocky bays without any real shelter. TheI ~only thing to do in these circumstances is to heave-to so I
adjusted the foresail area (another handy feature of roller
reefing) and hauled it across to make 'Sea Thrift' lie

* ~comfortably while matters were attended to and some lunch
organised.

Gruinard Bay contains an island of the same name, infamous for
being the place on which anthrax experiments were conducted in
1943. Twenty five years later it is still unfit to set foot on
and indeed landing is prohibited. The notion that chemical
warfare can ever serve any purpose just beggars belief. I had no
particular wish to come any closer downwind of this gruesome
place so I sailed straight on towards Loch Broom.

H ~Reading the pilot notes on Uillapool did not encourage me to
proceed right into this busy fishing port. More attractive was
the anchorage behind Isle Martin, a mile to the N of the lochI ~narrows. The easiest entrance is to the N of the island and at
1330 we were coasting in on the lightest of breezes, foresail
poled out wing and wing, so sheltered is this part of the coastI ~from prevailing winds. We had covered the thirty five miles from
Loch Gairloch in six hours, including the lunch stop.

Loch Kennard, as it is called, proved a useful port of call. itI ~is a quietly busy place, with a considerable amount of fish
farming,a boat yard, some swinging moorings and , on the sea-ward
side, a small caravan site. The site seemed to me to be a modelI ~of its kind, low on the shore and not conspicuous, neatly tended
and with useful facilities such as a water tap, telephone and

* ~shop all of which were available for me to use.

Fish farming seems to me an unobjectionable use of loch space in
a location such as this. There is plenty of room for fish pens
and for boats and there is no obvious hazard to navigation. AS
one sails from anchorage to anchorage in Scottish waters it
becomes clear that what a very few years ago was a novelty and an
infant industry is now very big business. Virtually every lochI ~has one or several such farms. Lighting is poor or non existent
and many excellent anchorages are now being lost. The arguments
for and against are not conclusive. New jobs must be welcomedI ~(provided they go to the local people who need them) and most of
us have enjoyed the good cheap fish that farming has produced
over the last few years. Even so I am convinced that this is an
industry that is quite literally out of control and likely to do
substantial environmental damage if permitted to grow unchecked.
Already one is hearing of seals and certain species of birds
being shot on sight because they have quite naturally becomeI ~attracted to the large quantities of captive food that the farms
provide. Yachtsmen too have an argument: it is not clear why the
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interests of what are apparently a small number of giant food
combines owning the majority of the farms should take precedence
over those of us who have an interest in keeping unspoilt this
last great wilderness in Europe.
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THE SUMMER ISLES

I had cooked my evening meal on board in complete calm but on
Saturday morning I was awoken by the boat rolling around in a
swell caused by high wind and more rain from the SW. The early
forecast promised 5/7 with the rain turning to showers. I did not
plan to go very far that day so I turned in again for a few
more hours sleep. By mid-morning it had cleared so I went ashore
for a while. I eventually got away in the late afternoon, leaving
this time through the gap in the reefs on the S side of the loch.
For the first time on the trip I was faced with a beat of some
length but by now the wind had fallen off somewhat and it was no
great hardship picking my way out of the wide outer reaches of
Loch Broom towards the Summer Isles.

The Isles take their name from the summer grazing they used to
give local herdsmen; but the name is evocative and for me have
always conjured up an impression of tranquillity and fine
weather. I was not to be disappointed. The clouds receded and the
sun peeked out, low in the western sky, outlining the islands as
we approached. Skimming past the shore line cliffs of Tanera Mor,
the largest of the group, I was struck by the pink colouring in
the rocks, something I had already noticed several times over the
past few days. Presumably much of the shore is Torridonian
sandstone (I made a mental note to ask for a geology lesson on
the area from Chris Cavell, the Association's expert in these
matters).

There are several anchorages to choose from. I settled for the
pool between the shore on the NW end of Tanera Mor and the islet
of En. Na Salle. The sketch chart shows the spot. I tucked myself
right down into the bottom SW corner, out of all wind, where 'Sea
Thrift' floated gently about in a few feet of water. The sunset
was spectacular, the night completely clear; it is difficult to
imagine a more peaceful place.

Early in the evening a strange school of jellyfish swam by,
under the boat. Each creature had a huge growth on the top of its
dome resembling, so far as it resembled anything, a red cabbage.
Distinctly weird. (Sellafield?). Later on, after dark there was a
single very loud splash, which can only have been a seal jumping
off a rock.
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RU STOER

It was tempting to stay at the Summer Isles: after all, they
represented a kind of intermediate destination which I would not
have been disappointed to have reached by the end of the trip.
But miles under the keel make me hungry for more and I knew that
the next obstacle to northward progress, Ru Stoer, would be my
sternest test yet. It was essential to have the right weather:
without this it would be impassable. The early forecast made the
decision for me. 'W becoming N; 4/5 : showers, good'. The report
from Lewis: 'W 5; showers, 11 miles, 1014 falling slowly'. A
depression to the E of Iceland was coming our way and we had to
move fast if we were to get N of the next headland before the
weather broke.

Again the tides had to be judged aright. Slack water at Stoer
Point was at 1220. It was sixteen miles to the point, the first
two or three of which would be a beat. As often before a showery
day, it dawned clear and sunny but cloud quickly began to build
and we had a brisk initial beat into a force 4 W before bearing
away to pass between Isle Ristol and En. Mullagrach. Once the
peninsula of Rubh Mor was astern, Enard Bay opened up to
starboard and with it a wonderful mountain landscape. The giants
of the Sutherland shore; Ben Mor, Stac Pollaidh, Suilven and
Canisp could all be seen, interacting with cloud and shafts of
sunlight in a way that would need a Blake to do it justice.

Vast areas of shower cloud rolled across the Minch from the Outer
Isles, all of these narrowly missing us. As we approached Stoer
Point The wind notched up as I expected to about 5, with a bit
more in the gusty patches, so I pulled down the last of the reefs
in preparation for the battering we might get if one of these
monsters hit us just as we were passing the Old Man. He could now
just about be seen, a hunched figure with his back to the wind,
separated from the cliff by what at this distance seemed only a
very narrow gap. I would have liked to have sailed up right
underneath and got an appreciation of the true scale of this
notable feature but I had been caught out too many times near
cliffs in breezy weather to chance it, so we steered a wide
course and were slung around the headland in a way that was quite
exciting enough. We were early at the point, about an hour an a
quarter before slack, so we had the last of a big spring tide to
add to our speed. 'Sea Thrift' excelled herself as usual,
whooping along in extended planes, but needing all my attention.
If the photos show uneven horizons, this is why.

Once past the point, I started thinking about our next
anchorage. We were now in Edrachilles Bay, a large indentation in
the coastline full of bays, islands and narrow lochs. Like so
many parts of the West, one could easily justify taking a month
to explore this alone.

I had been at sea for about four hours and felt like taking a
break for some lunch. The first feature E of Stoer is Clasnessie
Bay, wide open and offering no shelter; the next Oldany island,
about five miles E, behind which is a complex of small islets
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U ~around the entrance to Loch Drumbeg. I needed some stores too and
the small village of Drumbeg seemed the only place in this thinly

* ~populated area that I was likely to find them.

Closing this coast is not something you would do on a dark night.
The swell from the W roared in amongst the offliers, making huge
rocks rear up out of the sea one moment before burying them theI ~next in a smother of foam. Visibility was perfect though and I
could pick my way into the anchorage at Drumbeg without too much
difficulty. I found this an acceptable temporary shelter but notI ~particularly attractive; a somewhat gloomy place with a steep
shingle beach and more open to the N than I could risk for a stay

4 ~~of any length. The 1355 forecast confirmed we were in for a blow3 ~from the N so it seemed essential to tuck ourselves away in a
better spot than this. I ate lunch and had a nap for an hour or
so on the floorboards (never having the slightest trouble in
nodding off in the middle of the day when out sailing); then

hoisted again and carried on along the coast a short way.

The SE corner of Edrachilles Bay has three main lochs7 Loch NeddI ~and Loch Ardbhair each of which are about a mile deep and Loch
a Chairn Bain which goes inland for three miles before separating
at the Kylesku narrows into two further arms, each of whichI ~travels three miles deeper into the mainland mountains. The
Kylesku narrows looked interesting. A high level bridge has been
built there recently, but before this a traveller up the
Sutherland coast road had to take a ferry - I remembered doing so
myself twenty years previously (in a 'wee mist'). Chart 2502
showed a slip and I made a note of this as a possible haul-out
spot. For the moment however, I had no wish to sail inland as farI ~as this and then face a long beat back out to sea so I decided to
go into Loch Nedd, from which the village of Drumbeg could still
easily be reached on foot.

Loch Nedd was immediately attractive, its wide entrance narrowing
at two places before opening out again into a pool in which a

3 ~number of local boats lay to moorings. To the W steep-to, with
U ~broad leaf woodlands and the sight of the occasional whitewashed

cottage. I found space to anchor amongst the moored boats and put
* ~down two bowers to limit swinging.

I discovered later that there is a newly built slip at the
innermost end of the loch but from where I had anchored this was3 ~not visible so I went ashore at the nearest landing place, a
simple weed covered patch of rocks marked by some upturned small1
boats. From here a steep and muddy path wound up the short clif f
and emerged into a grassy field from which the road to the

village could be reached.

Despite its remoteness, this part of Sutherland could best beU ~described as picturesque; a highland landscape in miniature.
Bright patches of purple heather in full bloom, little lochans
with water lilies and waving reeds, fine views of the distant
mountains and the sea, all bright and washed squeaky clean, like
the nicely renovated cottages that dotted the road into the
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village. Most of these had one or more new and expensive cars
outside and I guessed the main industry in these parts was the
provision of summer holidays.

It was Sunday evening. The village hotel was not serving barI ~meals but could offer me a cold meal in the dining room. There
was a hot shower available though and this made me feel a little 
less primitive when I sat down in my rough sailing gear amongstI ~the other more neatly dressed guests for a meal that made up in
size what it lacked in subtlety. The hotel felt as though it had

not changed much in the past twenty years or so. I like such
places better than those whose owners have felt obliged to make
them newly antique.

3 ~It was getting dark by the time I left and the wind had got up.
Rain started almost as soon as I started retracing my way back to
the boat. This was no problem, as I had brought my oilies; what3 ~was more serious was the dawning realisation as I walked back
through the tiny hamlet of Nedd that I had no clear idea of how
to reach the shore. It was now pitch darkness and rain was
falling steadily. The key was finding the notch in the top of theI ~cliff down which threaded the little path. Coming the other way
it had been easy; I could see a cottage and guessed there would
be a road close by it. Cursing myself for such an idiot, IN
blundered about the field for over half an hour trying, without

falling over the edge, to find the spot where I had emerged into
the field. I knew the shoreline below was impassable except at
the landing place and was almost resigned to a very wet bivouacI ~when I stumbled down onto the path and inched my way down in the
darkness to where the rubber dinghy was waiting. Moral: always
have a torch and always take it with you to the pubi

As soon as I was back on board it started raining really heavily
and continued doing so all night. The forecast continued to
predict northerlies, 6/8, so it looked as though we were stuck in

I ~Loch Nedd for a while. North was the only way to go from here.
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LOCH NEDD

The overnight rain had given way to a showery airstream but this
was still coming down the loch at us on gale force winds. The
showers were ferocious in their intensity.

The tent was standing up to the battering well and had not leaked
a drop. The anchors seemed well dug in, so after a late start and
a very leisurely breakfast I took advantage of a break in the
showers to go ashore again to walk back to the village shop for
provisions. This proved to be extremely well stocked. I spent
about an hour pottering about there and chatting to the owner
about the benefits and problems of living in such a faraway
place and trying to make a living from a very seasonal business.
Then back into the hotel for s pint of heavy to sustain me until
I could get back on board and make a late lunch. There was no
sign of improvement in the weather so I just spent a lazy
afternoon and evening reading and listening to a concert on the
radio (and to the music of the elements on the roof of the tent).

The evening forecast was boring in its similarity; N to NW, 6/8.
The only new feature was that the temperature would fall to a few
degrees only above freezing. I was glad of my Double Buffalo
sleeping bags. Made from fibre pile, I think these are ideal for
dinghy cruising. Extremely tough and easily washable, they stay
warm and retain most of their insulation even when soaking wet.
One is adequate for reliable summer weather but space is not a
problem on board (unless there are three of us , all with our
Buffalo bags) so I always carry both an inner and an outer. One
inside the other, they are proof against anything likely to be
experienced at sea-level.

On Tuesday morning the wind was still strong and the anchorage
choppy but there was some moderation by midday. The afternoon
forecast left Hebrides out of the gales list for the first time
in several days, while still giving N, 6/7. The decline to NW, 4
was 'later'. This still did not seem a good enough forecast to
leave on but with clearing skies it seemed a good opportunity to
go for a walk up Quinag, one of the shapely Sutherland peaks,
which lay a few miles inland and was reachable on foot from the
end of Loch Nedd.

I was a bit late setting out and it was about 1800 by the time I
was at the base of the climb, which had been reached by a long
boggy walk along the valley at the base of Sail Mhor, the ridge
extending N from the main peak of the mountain. I therefore only
had time to climb up onto the ridge, which at that spot consisted
of a series of fantastic pinnacles. The view into the setting
sun, reflected in gold in the scores of tiny lochans lying to the
W was well worth the effort needed by an alarmingly unfit body.
A scramble down the cliff again and then retrace the boggy walk
back to the loch, arriving just as it was getting dark at 2030.
Apart from the occupants of one or two that had passed me on the
road, I did not see another soul during the five or so hours the
walk took. An enjoyable afternoon, and a good way of using the
time when one cannot go sailing.
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LOCH LAXFORD

It was now Wednesday and the time lost at Loch Nedd would mean
this would be the last full day available for sailing. It was
likely to take me two days to return to Plocton, recover the
trailer and return to that latitude; then another for the drive
back to Manchester.

The shipping forecast for Hebrides was reasonable at last: NW
backing SW, 4 increasing 5/6. The inshore seemed stuck in the
previous day and was still giving 6/8. By 1000 I was ready to go
and, as the wind had suddenly fallen away to almost nothing, I
shook out all the reefs and on a very light southerly coasted out
of the loch that had given very adequate shelter for the past few
blustery days.

Outside I found excellent visibility but the wind veered steadily
during the first couple of miles, first into the W and then the
NW, freshening to to between 3 and 4. I therefore ducked in
behind Meall Beag, one of the outermost pair of the Badcall
Islands group, hove-to and tucked in one reef. Leaving this group
of islands to starboard I was able to bear away a little and turn
a close hauled course into a close reach as we headed more or
less due N for Handa Island.

Handa is a bird sanctuary and given more time available it would
have been worth a visit. There is an anchorage at the SE end. In
retrospect, I should have put in there for a few hours to wait
for a fair tide to take me up the Sound between the island and
the mainland. I was a bit worried by the prospect of the weather
backing into the SW however, as this would have made the
anchorage untenable. I was as usual too cautious about this,
because the wind stayed in the NW for the next couple of days and
did not change very much in strength all that last day. As it
was, I took the outside route and was rewarded by good views of
the precipitous cliffs on the sea-ward side of the island as we
made slow progress against a tide that was running fairly
strongly around the headland, and something of a swell from the W
too.

We passed Loch Laxford at about midday and soon afterwards Loch
Inchard, which is the last sea loch on the West Coast. There is
no more shelter between here and Cape Wrath. I had to decide what
to do now, before I ran out of Scotlandi It was tempting to to go
on the last ten miles to the Cape and I sorely wanted to do so,
but that last ten miles would have taken another two to three
hours in these conditions and if the weather turned and blew up
as predicted I could be caught out at the end of my last sailing
day on one of the most inhospitable parts of the British
coastline, twenty miles or more from the nearest haul-out spot.
Regretfully I felt I had to call a halt here, so I headed for
another of the places I had set myself as a target to reach: one
of the big white sandy beaches that are a feature of this most
north-western tip of the country.

There are a pair of such beaches, facing due S, a few miles N of
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the entrance to Loch Inchard. They are protected from the W by a
rocky outcrop and I was able to tuck in behind this and anchor
off, in hard sand, just before the swell steepened and turned
into surf.

With the big white sands to one side of us, the sun glinting on a
steel grey sea and only the gulls for company, this seemed as
good a place as any to end our northward flight.

After an hour's rest, during which I allowed myself the vanity of
posing for a camera shot, it was time to start thinking seriously
about how to get 'Sea Thrift' home again. I knew returning from
anywhere this far N without a car was likely to be problem. But
haul-out was the first chore. I thought Loch Laxford would be
worth a try; the inner loch is completely sheltered and the boat
could probably be left there in safety while I returned to
Plocton. John Ridgway's Adventure School has its base in this
loch so I supposed there would be likely to be some some strong
fit young people about the place to give me a hand if necessary.

The final sail down the coast and into the loch was a pleasant
reach. As we were about to turn and run in to the outer loch I
saw a startling sight: another yacht at seal This craft also
turned into Laxford and as she did so I could see that what had
seemed at a distance an unusual sailplan was in fact no less than
a junk-rigged schooner. Being about 35/40' long, this boat
gradually overhauled us (but not that quickly) and as she did I
could I could see her name; 'Ron Glas' - quite a well-known boat.
I regretted that my own craft was not wearing her alternative
junk sail - now that would have been something of a coincidence.

'Ron Glas' sailed on down towards the bottom of Loch Laxford,
while I turned to port into the narrows that lead to the inner
waters of Loch a'Chadh-fi where the adventure school is situated.
I met a small fleet of dinghies from the school, most of them
Wayfarers.

Meeting so many (or so it seemed) boats within a few minutes made
me reflect on how little sailing activity I had seen in my week
on this coast. Until this afternoon, the only boats under sail
had been the large training vessel at Plocton and the distant
sighting of a yacht in Loch Broom.

I anchored at the E end of the inner loch, close to a long wooden
hut, which I took to be the adventure school. I was partly
mistaken in this; the hut, I later learned, is an overflow
building and was not in use that week. The main buildings are on
the W side (to which there appeared to be no access by road). I
pumped up the dinghy and went ashore to check out the road along
the lochside. I assumed there must be a road, for I could see a
Land Rover and a Bedford van drawn up close to the huts.

'Road' would not be the right word at all. 'Path' would have been
an exaggeration. There possibly had been a path, but this had
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3 ~evidently been washed away fairly recently and there was no
usable way from the huts along the shore (which was a pity,
because a perfectly good slip had been constructed there).
Further along the loch there was a small cluster of fishingI ~boats, canoes and rusty old lumps of this and that. Here was a
small beach; rocky, but not too steep. I reckoned I could just
about haul out there. The path from there on looked like anI ~exciting mixture of seaweed covered slopes, steep muddyswitchbacks and sharp kinks between rock faces barely an axle~
width apart. I walked the length of the path until I came to
reliable tarmac. A number of cars were parked here, most of which
were new expensive looking models, which struck me as odd at the
time. I later learned that the adventure school's work includes3 ~taking deskbound executives and giving them a rude shock in the
outdoors; presumably in the interests of even more incisive
decision making.

Walking back along the path, I convinced myself that the rather
puny engine in my low-slung Astra could haul 'Sea Thrift' up and
along this punishing track but I knew there would be an element
of luck about it. I suppose I just did not fancy upping anchor
and sailing off again some considerable way in search of a
better,

I ~Back at the boat I spent the evening having a leisurely sort and
pack and a clean- up so as to minimise the work of off-loading.
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LAXFORD TO PLOCTON (and back)

With a long way ahead of me, I was up early and on the road by

about 0730. I walked the several miles to the junction at Laxford

Bridge but it was several discouraging hours wait later before a

kind soul stopped to give me a lift. This chap, a bit of a

character touring alone in a partly converted ambulance, took me

all the way to Dingwall, near Inverness. From here I could catch

the train to Kyle that I had seen rattling along Loch Carron. I

had to kick my heels around the town for the whole afternoon

because there was no train until 1845. This meant it was dark

long before I reached Plocton so I was not after all able to

enjoy the fabled views along the line.

Back at Plocton village at 2100, I recovered the car and trailer

but then remembered that the car's petrol gauge had decided to

take its holiday at the same time as me. I could not remember

when I had last filled up and the tank could not be dipped.

Thinking my best chance of fuel at this time of night was on the

main road into Kyle, I turned S instead of N. Soon afterwards a

Mini-car came careering around a tight bend, failed to see that 
I

had trailer in tow, hit the trailer and spun off into a ditch,

No serious damage was done to either of us (his car was already

rather battered) but the hiatus took us the best part of two

hours to sort out. The steel trailer mudguard had been jammed

onto the tyre so that both had to be removed and a makeshift

repair effected before I could get back on the road. There was no

hope of finding fuel now so I just had to hope for the best as 
I

headed off N into the night with the gauge reading just about

zero.

It was still reading the same when I arrived at Ullapool at 0230.

I put my head down for a few hours in the lorry park and at 0730

found a transport cafe that served a good cooked breakfast. I ate

this while doing my best to convert a retired Northumberland

police sergeant to the delights of dinghy cruising.

Ullapool is a busy place these days, with the harbour full of

'Klondikers' - Eastern Bloc factory fishing vessels - as well as

traditional Scottish trawlers.

I needed to use morning high water at Loch Laxford to float 'Sea

Thrift' as high up the shore as possible. The tide was just

making up the last few inches as we clattered and skidded over

the seaweed covered rocks and onto the beach. Pouring with rain,

a more desolate spot can scarcely be imagined.

The boat was still lying happily to her anchors and the wind up

the loch not too fierce. Using one of my extra-long shore lines I

steadied the boat from her quarter so that she lay exactly at

right angles to the beach while I could manoeuvre her onto the

trolley. All I could then do was to haul until the boat became

too heavy to lift (which was not much further) and then start a

total unloading. With the hull stripped completely of all gear,

stores and spars I found I could just manage to manhandle her

over the bouldery shore and into position for loading onto the
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trailer. Successive trips were then needed to carry the spars up
the hill by hand followed by a worrying few moments as I gunned
the engine in as high a gear as I dared and somehow spun and
slithered the car and boat up and down the switchback track and
onto the metalled road. After leaving the boat there, it was time
to do the trip again after loading in the pile of gear that was
getting a soaking on the beach. After this last trip had been
accomplished I saw a figure in a green anorak approaching from
the direction of the adventure school. He seemed concerned about
me leaving two gates open while I drove through them. Apparently
the idea of the two gates was not, as I had supposed, to make
life that little bit more difficult for dinghy sailors, but to
serve as a kind of 'sheep lock'. There were not any sheep about
as far as I could see: perhaps I had let them all escape. I
explained that if I stopped in the middle I might never get going
again and he saw the point. We had an interesting chat about the
adventure school and other matters of mutual interest, such as
the proliferation of fish farms; it was interesting to hear the
views of someone living up here. He confirmed that his Bedford
van was indeed marooned at the huts until the track could be re-
built.

The rest was just a long drive. I left Loch Laxford at 1630 and
arrived back in Manchester without further problems at about 0800
the following morning.

* * ** ** ** * *** ***** ** **

This had been a satisfying trip, free from scares or incidents
causing concern while on the water but giving exciting sailing in
wild and beautiful surroundings. I have no doubt that a return to
the area covered all too perfunctorily during this brief week
would be more than rewarding. Coming back again, I would I think
launch further N; say at Kennard, outside Loch Broom. Two, or
better three, weeks exploring the whole of the coast between the
Summer Isles and Cape Wrath would indeed be a journey to plan and
dream about.


